
Ein herzliches Hallo von der Insel

New Freshness from Head to Toe 
 
Our jetty and thus «the gateway» to Pulau Pef appears in new splendour: the
walls have been renewed, the floors repaired and reinforced and underwater
stakes have been replaced.
To crown it all, the roof is being re-covered with sago palm leaves. Everyone
pitches in: carpenters, dive managers, boat crew, technicians, dive guides and
even employees from our housekeeping and kitchen teams.

Taking off the old roof News roof mats from our neghbouring vilage

Take a break!

https://www.raja4divers.com/


The new roof mats are being tied one by one to the frame of the roof by rottan cordes

The jetty ist ready to be danced on again until it shakes when our guests
arrive and depart!

Your favourite picture
 
Marcel has been our technician and all-rounder on Pulau Pef for over 5 years.
He and his team keep our machinery in good working order and repair
everything that needs fixing.

But Marcel has also become our house
photographer and keeps surprising us
with his stunning pictures.
 
Are you ready to challenge him?

Send your favourite underwater or overwater photo (one per person) from your
holiday at Raja4Divers to the following address: marketing@raja4divers.com.
 
We would like to publish a selection of the submitted photos in our upcoming
newsletters under the heading (your name)'s favourite picture as well as
post them on our social media channels.
 
Marcel and all of us are looking forward to your picture!

RED AND WHITE
 
Every year on 17th August, the Indonesian National Day is duly celebrated and
competitions and various games are held throughout the country.
 
This tradition does not stop at our little island of Pulau Pef. Days before the
event, the Pef team was eagerly preparing and decorating the resort. The
means at hand were simple, but there was one conditon: everything had to be
red and white, like the Indonesian flag!

mailto:marketing@raja4divers.com


This year, too, there was a lot of laughter and our boys and girls fought for
victory with enthusiasm and full commitment.

Interdive Friedrichshafen 2021 

Participating in holiday and dive show is always a very exciting time. We love
to tell about our small dive resort on Pulau Pef, attract new guests, see old and
new friends of Raja4Divers again and exchange ideas and experiences with
partners.

Due to the cost-cutting measures made necessary by the pandemic, we will
not be taking part in Interdive Friedrichshafen 2021 and thank you for your
understanding.   

https://twitter.com/RAJA4DIVERS
https://www.instagram.com/raja4divers/
https://id.pinterest.com/raja4divers/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPX9we-cJEULCDtZgxc5gOA/


Thanks to «Raja4Rice» we will get through this crisis
 
We are overwhelmed by the great support we receive from you via our project
«Raja4Rice». Thanks to your help, our employees and their families are able
to cope with the situation that is still precarious.

TERIMA KASIH BANYAK!

Take me to
Raja4Rice

Many thanks to all who have already bought some rice, to those who continue
to support the project and also to the ones that still plan on contributing.

Sunny greetings from Pulau Pef!

Your Raja4Divers team

Follow us on social media!
We look forward to seeing your pictures from Pulau Pef.

Please use the hashtags #raja4divers and #pulaupef to tag us.

         

https://www.raja4divers.com/raja4rice.html
https://www.facebook.com/Raja4Divers/
https://www.instagram.com/raja4divers/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPX9we-cJEULCDtZgxc5gOA/
https://twitter.com/RAJA4DIVERS
https://id.pinterest.com/raja4divers/

